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Revision Game A pp20 & 21

 1 Alphabet soup
pp4–11 

MY PRACTICE TRIP pp58 & 61

Vocabulary:
The alphabet
Days of the week

Language focus:
Spell your name, please.
Sure! (C-A-R-O-L-I-N-E).
Are you Clara?
Yes, I am. / No, I’m not.
What’s your name?
(Lucy).
Spell my name, please.

Social skills:
Be kind.

2 The chase
pp12–19

MY PRACTICE TRIP pp62 & 65

Vocabulary:
Means of transport: car, bike, bus, motorbike, ship, train, truck, plane
Revision: colours, numbers 1–10

Language focus:
Let’s (move)!
What colour is the (car)?
It’s red.
The bike is (red).
How many (bikes)?
(Eight).

Social skills:
Respect traffic signs.

3 A dream job
pp22–29 

MY PRACTICE TRIP pp66 & 69

Vocabulary:
Birthday party: cake, candles, hot dogs, juice, pizza, popcorn,  sweets
Revision: big / small, toys and numbers 1–10

Language focus:
I want to be a (singer)!
I’m a (vet).
Are you a (singer)?
Yes, I am. / No, I’m not. He’s a (teacher).
She’s a(n) (engineer).

Social skills:
Ask for help.

Say Listen Sing Write



Revision Game C pp56 & 57

Revision Game B pp38 & 39

Final Game p82 My Grammar Summary p84My English Trip p83

4 I can help you!
pp30–37 

MY PRACTICE TRIP pp70 & 73

Vocabulary:
Actions: dance, ride a bike, ride a horse, play football, play 
the piano, sing, skateboard, swim

Language focus:
Can you (swim)?
No, I can’t.
Can you (ride a bike)?
Yes, I can.
I can (swim). / I can’t (sing).
He can’t (skateboard).She can (skateboard).

Social skills:
Help your friends.

5 Origami farm
pp40–47 

MY PRACTICE TRIP pp74 & 77

Vocabulary:
Farm animals: cow, duck, hen, horse, pig, sheep
Prepositions of place: behind, in, on, under
Revision: colours

Language focus:
It’s a (brown hen). 
They’re (white ducks). 
Let’s find a (brown cow).
It’s (under) the (tree).
Let’s find (two ducks).
They’re (in) the (water).

Social skills:
Respect animal habitats.

6 My clothes
pp48–55 

MY PRACTICE TRIP pp78 & 81

Vocabulary:
Clothes: cap, dress, sandals, shorts, skirt, socks, sweater, T-shirt, 
trainers, trousers
Revision: colours, prepositions of place

Language focus:
What are you wearing?
I’m wearing (red sandals).
Are you (Sophia)?
Yes, I am. / No, I’m not.
The (red T-shirt) is (under) the (chair).

Social skills:
Donate your old clothes.

Pair work / Game Act out ThinkIntegration


